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Welcome
Thank you for purchasing the mophie space pack. 
space pack gives you everyday protection, enough 
power to go all day and enough storage for all your 
stuff, all the time. Leave no file behind.

Package Contains

Features

ad

ad
power to rock, talk, surf and send, all while providing 
a comfortable ergonomic design with the complete 

Here are just some of the reasons why your space 
pack is so fantastic:

ad
load movies, music or documents from your 
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computer directly into your space pack – how 
you use it is up to you.  

the files stored in your space pack into different 
collections according to their file types.  
Individual collection buttons provide a quick 
and easy way to access all your stuff.

players and a photo viewer that make it easy 
to enjoy all of the media you’ve stored in your 

files almost any way you can think of: Facebook, 

ad

ad

have the full protection of a case.

allows you to use any style headphones while 
ad

can keep tabs on charging status and current 
battery life. Know before you go!
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charge and sync your iPad while refilling your 

is built to last, letting you do more, longer.

ad
first. When your space pack’s battery is empty, 

ad

top to bottom. No more choosing between 
protection and power.

protection, letting you charge with confidence. 

Compatibility
space pack is designed and intended solely for the 

ad mini to use it with
any other device. 
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Installing your space pack

Pad

and install it now; we’ll wait. 

Charging your space pack
Your space pack comes charged and ready to go. 
When it does need charging, use the supplied micro 

ad
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Checking your space pack’s charging status 

means that it’s almost empty. Know before you go.  
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Charging your iPad using your space pack
Pad

the space pack’s standby switch so the green 
indicator is visible.

Taking care of your space pack:

moisture and corrosive materials. 

chemicals, soaps or detergents. Just wipe the 

the pins gently with a soft, dry cloth.

months when not in use. If you plan on putting 
it away, charge it for one hour first.



Using the Space App

photo and video viewers, music and movie players and 
storage functions, so you can do more with all your stuff.

must first press the status button on the back of space 
pack to allow the app to access the space pack’s storage.

message will appear on the 
app screen if you launch 
the app before pressing the 
status button.

Settings: Sleep Mode, on 
page 33, for more information.
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Note: The app screens that appear in this user guide 
may differ slightly in appearance from those in the 

Storing Files in your space pack 

all the files stored in your space pack into different 
collections according to their file types, giving you a 
quick and easy way to access all your stuff.   

Playing and Viewing Stored Files, 

and videos a bit more slowly until the scan is complete.

Stored Item
Collection

Buttons

All Files
Button

Clear Recent
Files Button

Recent Files

Storage Bar

Settings 
Button

Battery Charge
Indicator

Camera Button
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Managing files in 
space pack, on page 16, for more information about 

Importing files into space pack from your computer 
You can import files into your space pack from your 
computer the same way you would import them 

from your computer into your space pack, but each 

ad
space pack while you’re importing files from the 
computer, but both sections of the space pack must 
be assembled together. 

To import files:

ad

desired files/folders from your computer into 
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3. You can also import attachments from emails 
ad

ad

space pack is connected to your computer.

Importing photos and videos into your space pack 
from your iPad 
You can import the following items from your 
ad

ad

two ways you can import photos and videos into 
your space pack:
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To manually import photos and videos:

ad

into your space pack.

select files.
The selected files will be imported into the space pack. 

Camera Sync Button

Camera Sync Switch

Add Button
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To automatically import new photos and videos:

space pack will import all photos and videos from 
ad

automatically import any new photos and videos 
ad

you imported photos and videos. Note: You cannot 
manually import photos and videos when the 

The first time you import photos or videos, space 

all imported photos and videos will be stored. You 
can move the photos and videos into other folders 

Managing files in space pack

delete the original photos and videos from your 
ad

ad
your space pack increases the amount of storage 

ad
ad
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Backing-up your space pack

should regularly back up the contents of your space 

will allow you to restore your space pack in the unlikely 
event that something happens to your stored items.

the same as you would transfer from a thumb 

ad

Managing files in space pack

management system by creating folders and moving 

bar to change the sort criteria.
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To create a new folder:

New Folder icon that 
appears at the bottom of 
the screen.

2. When the keypad appears, 
use it to type a folder name 

To move, share, rename or delete an item:

select at least one file the move, share, rename 
and delete icons will appear in the bottom 
menu bar.

2. Tap the desired icon and follow the screen 

about sharing files, see Sharing Files, on page 

you select a single item.
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Playing and Viewing Stored Files
To make it quick and easy to do more with your 
stuff, your space pack automatically sorts all the 
files you store in it into the following collections: 

ad

Delete Icon
Move Icon

Selected
Item

Share Icon
Rename Icon
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File Types by Collection, on page 

a collection button to display thumbnails or a list of 
all stored files in that collection.

Viewing photos and videos

display thumbnails of all pictures stored on your 
ad

camera that are stored on your space pack, sorted 
by their date tags. Tap the buttons at the top of the 
screen to display thumbnails of photos, videos or 
both. Note: Thumbnails may take a moment to load.

Display Photos,
Videos or All Items

Photo
Thumbnail

Video
Thumbnail



Tapping a thumbnail will display the photo or launch 

landscape and portrait orientations.

to reveal the bottom menu bar, containing share, 

details about sharing files, see Sharing Files, on 

Mark Video as a Favorite

Elapsed Time

Progress Bar

Share Video
Play/Pause

Delete 
Video

Remaining 
Time
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Playing videos

the video list and display 
thumbnails of all video files 
that are stored on your space 
pack, sorted by their date tags. 

Tap a thumbnail to launch 
the video player and play 

works in both landscape 

Note: The space pack cannot open movies you 

ad
ad

to reveal the bottom menu bar, containing share, 

Play/Pause

Elapsed Time

Volume 
Control

Progress Bar
Share Video

Skip 
Forward Skip Backward

Mark Video 
as a Favorite

Total Time
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details about sharing files, see Sharing Files, on page 

a video thumbnail in the video collection screen. 

a single item.

Playing music 

stored on your space pack, sorted by artist, album or 

in the bottom menu bar to change the sort criteria.
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In Artists view: Tap an artist to display all albums 
by that artist in alphabetical order, by title. Tap a 
song to play the album through from that song 
to the end.
In Albums view: Tap an album to display its 
songs; tap a song to play the album through 
from that song to the end. 
In Songs view: Tap a song to play all stored 
songs in alphabetical order, starting with the 
selected song and ending with the last song in 
the alphabetical list.

No matter how you selected it, when a song begins 

Share this Song

Album Artwork

Volume Control

Skip Forward
Button

Mark Song
as a Favorite

AirPlay Button

Remaining Time

Progress Bar

Elapsed Time

Skip Back Button

Play/Pause Button

Repeat Button
Shuffle
Button
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displaying the title and artist of the currently 
playing song.

Tap the song title/artist name to return to the Now 

and dismiss the status bar.

about sharing files, see Sharing Files
You can also access these functions by swiping a file 
in one of the music collection screens.
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Viewing documents

display a list of all document 

stored in your space pack, 
sorted alphabetically.

Tap an item to display it. 

document’s file format must 
ad

ad
the item, you may be able to 

bar, containing the share, favorite, rename and 

the desired icon and follow the screen prompts to 

see Sharing Files
these functions by swiping a document thumbnail 

only becomes available if you select a single item.
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Other files 

that don’t fall into the above four collections, sorted 
by the dates they were imported into the space 

the item’s file format must be supported by an app 
ad

bar, containing share, favorite, rename and delete 

the desired icon and follow the screen prompts to 

see Sharing Files
these functions by swiping a file thumbnail in the 

becomes available if you select a single item.

Searching for files

search for files and folders by keyword.
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listed below it.

Taking Photos and Videos

ad
directly into the space pack’s storage, preserving 

ad

Search Bar Search Results
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camera function they will be stored only in the space 
ad

photos and videos from your space pack to your 
ad

photos and videos into other folders within the space 
Managing files in space pack

Flash Mode Button Light Mode Button

View Most
Recent Photo/Video

Camera/
FaceTime

Mode Button

Shutter/Record
Button

Photo/Video
Camera Mode

Elapsed Time

PHOTO MODE VIDEO MODE
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Favorites/Sharing Files
Favorites
You can mark any item you are viewing or listening 
to as a Favorite, for easy recall at any time. 

To mark an item as a Favorite, tap the star 
icon that appears on the bottom menu bar 
while you’re viewing or playing the item. 

Thumbnails and icons of files that you marked as 

Your space pack keeps a separate Favorites list for 

To display the collection’s Favorites list, tap the 
Favorites icon that appears in the bottom menu bar 
of the collection’s viewer screen.

Favorites

Items
Marked as
Favorites



to reveal the bottom menu bar, containing share 

about sharing files, see Sharing Files

To remove an item from the Favorites list, tap the star 
icon while viewing or listening to the item. The star 
will change from solid to outline, indicating that the 
item is no longer marked as a Favorite. Note: Tapping 

space pack, not delete it from the Favorites list.

Display Collection
Favorites List
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Sharing Files

Note: You must have already established your Facebook, 

To share an item:

2. The list screen for that collection will appear. 

you select. 

The sharing screen will appear.
5. Tap the icon for the way you want to share the 

item and follow the screen prompts.

Note: You can also share any item you are viewing or 

in the bottom menu bar when the item is open. 
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Other Home Screen Items 
Recent Files

listed files and refresh the list.

Storage bar

of space pack’s storage is being used.

Tap anywhere on the bottom menu bar to display 

information in more detail.

The colors represent the 
amount of space occupied 
by each item type:
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Battery charge indicator
The battery charge indicator’s four dots indicate 

back of the space pack case: Four dots means that 
the space pack’s battery is fully charged; three dots 
means it’s mostly charged; two dots means it’s partly 
charged and one dot means that it’s almost empty.

Settings
Tap the gear icon on the 

screen.

Sleep Mode: Whenever the 

space pack’s electronics 
must be ‘awake,’ drawing 
power from the space pack 

the app, it will continue 

it and switch to a different app. To conserve the 

automatically shut off the space pack’s electronics 
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Camera Sync: This provides another way to set 

automatically import any new photos and videos 
ad

you imported photos. 

Register Product: Tap this to register your space pack. 

Send Feedback: Tap this to send an email request to 
mophie for help with your space pack.

mophie Products: Tap this to go to mophie.com.

About: 

Support:
support page.

Firmware Update: Tap this to see if your space pack 
has the latest firmware version. If it doesn't, follow 
the prompts to install the latest version.

Reset: Tapping this presents two options:

from the local cache.

content from your space pack and restores it to 
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File Types by Collection

Photos Collection

Videos Collection

mpa, mpe, mpeg, mpg, mpv2, qt 

Music Collection
aif, aifc, aiff, au, caf, m3u, mid, mp3, ra, ram, rmi, snd, wav

Documents Collection
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Warranty 

quality products we can. To back this up, your 
mophie space pack is warranted for 1 full year from 
the date of purchase. This warranty does not affect 
any statutory rights that you may be entitled to.

Keep a copy of your purchase receipt as proof 

mophie.com. Failure to register your product and/
or provide proof of purchase may void the warranty.

Customer Service

Web:  www.mophie.com/cs

Warning/Legal
Warning

product. Improper use of this product may result in 

environment, including heat caused by intense 
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abrasions, or other impacts to this battery. If 
there is any damage to the battery such as 
dents, punctures, tears, deformities, or corrosion 

submerge it in liquid. Keep battery dry at all times.

method, apparatus, or connection other than 

instructions for the various ways to charge the 
space pack refer to this manual’s Charging your 
space pack section.

used by a minor, purchasing adult agrees to 
provide detailed instructions and warnings 
to any minor prior to use. Failure to do so is 

use/misuse by a minor.

assurance inspection. If you find that your battery 
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an abnormal phenomenon, immediately stop all 

period of time, charge it for one hour. 
 Never dispose of batteries in the garbage. 

under state and federal environmental laws and 

 This product contains chemicals that are known 

birth defects or other reproductive harm.

Legal
This battery is meant for use only in conjunction with 

device packaging to determine whether this battery 
is compatible with your particular mobile device. 

mobile device incurred through the use of this product.

or to any third party for any damages you or any 
third party may suffer as a result of use, intended or 
unintended, or misuse of this battery in conjunction 
with any device or accessory other than the 
appropriate mobile device for which this battery 
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for any damages you or any third party may suffer 
as a result of misuse of this battery as outlined 
above. If you are responsible for battery use with an 
unintended mobile device and damages result from 

ad

following two conditions:

received, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation.

designed to provide reasonable protection against 



harmful interference in a residential installation. This 
equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio 
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in 
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful 

there is no guarantee that interference will not occur 
in a particular installation.

If this equipment does cause harmful interference 
to radio or television reception, which can be 
determined by turning the equipment off and on, the 
user is encouraged to try to correct the interference 
by one or more of the following measures:

and receiver.

circuit different from that to which the receiver 
is connected.

for help.

device could void the warranty.
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FAQ

How does the space pack interface work?

manage the files you store in your space pack.

How do I add stuff to my space pack?
There are three ways to add items to your space pack:

ad
space pack. You can transfer items from the 
ad

ad

ad

connect your space pack to your computer, then 

to transfer files the same as you would transfer  

space pack to the computer it will show up as a 

photos. Those photos are automatically saved 
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I just transferred a bunch of photos from my iPad’s 
Camera Roll into my space pack, but when I tap the 
All Files icon I can’t find them. Where’d they go?
The transferred items are automatically placed inside 

move the transferred photos into them at any time.

How do I transfer the music from my iPad into 
my space pack?

ad
into your space pack, but you can transfer it into your 
space pack from your computer via the included 

your music files into your space pack the same as 
you would transfer them into a thumb drive.

Can I transfer music from other computers to my 
space pack?

connect your space pack to any computer with 

you would transfer to a thumb drive.
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I just finished transferring all the photos from my 
iPad’s Camera Roll into my space pack to free-up 
storage, but the photos are still on my iPad. Why?

ad ad
storage you’ll need to delete the photos from the 
ad

into the space pack.

I transferred a movie that I bought through iTunes 
into my space pack. How do I watch it on the Space 
App’s viewer?

purchased through iTunes. When you sync your 
phone, you can use iTunes to transfer the movie into 

ad ad

When I take photos using the Space App camera 
function, where are they saved?
They are automatically saved in your space pack’s 

ad
ad

ad

your computer.
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How does my space pack organize the stored files 
into collections?

into which collections, see File Types by Collection, on 
page 35.

Why do I have to press the stainless steel battery 
level button on the back of the space pack every 
time I want to use the Space App?

automatically shuts off after it hasn’t been used for 

battery level button on the back of the space pack 
to wake it up.

Do I need to back-up the files I store in my space pack?

should regularly back up the contents of your space 

This will allow you to restore your space pack in 
the unlikely event that something happens to your 
stored items.
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the same as you would transfer from a thumb 

ad

If the space pack battery dies, can I still access my files?
The space pack has additional battery power 

space pack doesn't have enough juice left to charge 
your phone, it still has enough reserve battery power 
to keep your files safe. You can then connect your 
space pack to your computer to access your files and 
your space pack will immediately begin charging 
from your computer. To keep everything running 
smoothly, we suggest giving your space pack a full 

time you press the metal status button and only one 
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What is “Other Files?”

in your space pack that are not supported by your 
ad

then connect your space pack to a computer and 
open the items on the computer.

Can I sync my iPad with iTunes while it’s installed 
in the space pack?

which lets you sync to iTunes when the space pack is 
connected to the computer using the mophie micro 

How does the extra battery work?
When you slide your phone into the case, a connector 
at the base plugs into the port at the bottom of the 
phone. Flip the standby switch on the back from red to 

the power in the space pack, just recharge it with the 

Why aren’t the LEDs blinking while my space pack 
is charging?

indicators will start blinking to indicate charging. 
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are lit, your space pack is fully charged.

What is the best method for charging my iPad 
using the space pack?

ad
ad

pack’s standby switch to green and let space pack to 
ad

battery boost from the space pack, we suggest flipping 
back to standby mode until your phone battery is low 

What is the best method for charging my space pack?

ad
ad

from the space pack to charge. In fact, leaving the 
space pack on your phone while charging will actually 

ad

How many charge cycles do you get out of the 
space pack? Or, in other words, how long will the 
space pack last?
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capacity. This is normal for any product with a lithium 
polymer battery.

What are the benefits of switching the space pack 
to standby mode?

ad
uses additional power to be on a constant charge, so 
charging when your phone battery is low will let you 
get the most from your space pack.

What is mophie’s return policy?

Will I always receive 100% extra the battery life 
with my space pack?

battery boost. The amount of additional battery you 
will receive depends on a variety of factors that are 
different for every user.
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Does the space pack block the speaker, microphone, 
camera, or any other ports?

the bottom of the phone to the front resulting in a 
richer, fuller sound quality.

Does space pack interfere with antenna reception?
Not a chance.




